ABSTRACT. The balanced-projective dimension of every abelian p-group is determined by means of a structural property that generalizes the third axiom of countability. As a corollary to our general structure theorem, we show for A = Wn that every pA-high subgroup of a p-group G has balanced-projective dimension exactly n whenever G has cardinality N n but pAG *" O. Our characterization of balanced-projective dimension also leads to new classes of groups where different infinite dimensions are distinguished.
As an application, we show that there are modules having arbitrary balancedprojective dimension.
Our characterization leads to some new classes of modules (abelian p-groups). The classes are labeled by ordinals with larger ordinals corresponding to classes of more complicated modules. The class labeled with a finite ordinal n consists of those modules whose balanced-projective dimension is n. We show that there are nonempty classes for arbitrarily large ordinals. This means roughly that not only are there modules with infinite balanced-projective dimension but indeed with arbitrarily large infinite balanced-projective dimension (when the balanced-projective dimension is viewed as the characterization given herein). It may come as a surprise that such modules can in fact be found among the balanced submodules of totally projectives.
Families of submodules.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let K denote an infinite cardinal. By an H(K)-family in the module M is meant a collection C(j' of submodules of M such that
HI. ° E C(j';
H2. C(j' is closed under module union, i.e. EN; E C(j' if N; E C(j' for each i; H3. if C E C(j' and if A is any submodule of M of cardinality ~ K, then there is a B E C(j' that contains both C and A such that B/C has cardinality at most K. It is readily checked that H3 can be replaced by the apparently weaker, but-in the presence of HI and H2-equivalent condition:
H3'. if A is a sub module of M whose cardinality does not exceed K, then there exists a sub module B E C(j' containing A whose cardinality is likewise at most K.
A G(K) -family in M is ddined analogously with H2 replaced by the following condition.
G2. C(j' is closed under unions of chains. Here, however, H3' is no longer applicable.
Finally, by an F(K)-family in M is meant a well-ordered ascending chain of sub modules that is continuous, begins at 0, ends at M, and the quotient of any two adjacent members has cardinality at most K. Evidently, every H(K)-family is a G(K)-family, and every G(K)-family contains F( K )-families. We wish to establish a few easy lemmas on these families which will be needed later on. LEMMA 
The intersection of any two H(K)-families (G(K)-families) in M is again one.
PROOF. If C(j' and!!} are the two families in M, then C(j' n !!} obviously satisfies resp.). To verify H3 for C(j'n!!}, suppose that C E C(j'n!!} and suppose A is a sub module of M of cardinality ~ K. There is a chain (C, A) t:;:;; Bl t:;:;; C 1 t:;:;; B2 t:;:;; C 2 t:;:;; ••• of submodules of cardinalities ~ Ie over C with Bn E C(j' and C n E!!}. Now UBn = UC n E C(j'n!!} is as desired. 
C be an epimorphism. (a) If !II is an H(K)-family in B, then there is an H(K)-family C(j' in C such that

{3(!II) = C(j'.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (or G(K»-family [lJ in B such that f3([lJ) Then HI and H3' are obvious for "C, while H2 follows at once from 'f.(f3B;) = 13 ('f.B;) . We can now establish the following LEMMA 1.6. Let A be a submodule of B and let d and [lJ, respectively, be G(K) 
is an H(K) (or G(K»-family of submodules in C, then there is an H(K)
To find a suitable F(K)-family d' in A and finish the proof, we simply construct an
The next lemma is of considerable interest and will prove to be useful in a later section. The main part of its proof is a generalization of the proof of Lemma 1. Moreover, I(N, K) we evidently have
Another situation that commonly arises where a submodule is K-separable is described in the following proposition. exceeds K for some x E M. Since there are at most K cosets of N in N', it follows that IIx + y + Nil = IIx + N'II for some yEN'. This, however, is impossible since N is K-separable and cofCllx + y + Nil) :s;;; K.
We say that a module N is absolutely K-separable if N is K-separable in any module in which it appears as an isotype submodule. The next result is fundamental to our determination of those modules that have balanced-projective dimension n. < a) . Therefore, equality in (b) is tantamount to the inequality < . It is now easy to see that the union of any number of closed subsets of T is again closed. Another essential feature of the closed sets of T is described in the following assertion.
Claim. If R is any subset of T of cardinality not exceeding K, there exists a closed subset S of T containing R of cardinality not exceeding K.
Our argument supporting this claim is brief. Since the standard representation of an element x requires only a finite number of ordinals aU), obviously the closure of an arbitrary subset in regard to property (a) alone does not transcend the cardinality of the set if the set is infinite. Therefore, since (a) is an inductive property, we can concentrate solely on property (b). However, since cof(llxa + Nail) ~ K for each a E T, it is clear that we can choose Sl ~ T of cardinality not exceeding K with Sl ~ R so that cof(llxa + Na(Sl) II) ~ cof(llxa + Nail) for a given a E R. In fact, we can select Sl so that it is true for all a E R. Letting R = 'So and inductively repeating the process for Sj+l instead of Sj for i < W, we obtain the desired set S = USj; namely, S has property (b) and the cardinality of S does not exceed K.
Define the collection 'fl of submodules of M by N E 'fl if and only if, for some closed subset S of T,
We denote this special submodule of M by M (S) . Naturally, the empty set is considered to be a closed set, so 0 = M(0) belongs to 'fl. Moreover, M(S) = (M (S;) 
Ily' + Nil = IIY + Nil = p..
But y' E Na(n)' and therefore its standard representation involves only a's less than 0'.( n). However, this is contrary to the choice of y and a( n), so we conclude that A < p.. As we have noted, a( n) (/:. S. Since a( n) (/:. S and since S is closed, no element x belonging to N = M (S) uses the generator xa(n) in its standard representation. Thus, in particular 
. Let B ~ T -. M be balanced exact. Suppose that 't'T and 't'M are H(K)-families of T and M, respectively, where K is an infinite cardinal. If't'T maps onto 't'M in the sense that 't'M = {( N, B) I B: N E 't'T} and if the members of 't'T are nice and those of 't'M are K-separable, there exists a G (K )-subfamily 't' ~ of 't'T such that NIIB for each N
where the N's are compatible with B and the A's, with the exception of the first, belong to 't'T. Since both properties are inductive, the union of the sequence has the desired property for N'. Since we can choose N' E 't'T and since N'IIB, we observe that N' E 't'~ and the lemma is proved. PROOF. If K = ~ -1 is finite, we interpret K + to be ~ o. In this special case the theorem is proved in [H4] The converse of Theorem 4.2 is also valid. Before we prove the converse we need one more preliminary result. we know that N n B E C(/B' Therefore, Bj(N n B) has a G(K)-family of K-separable submodules; namely, such a family is
Theorem 2.6 implies that BjB n N is absolutely K+-separable, and so is (B, N)jN ~ BjB n N. We intend to prove two theorems in the same vein. The first shows that in Lemma 5.1, balancedness can be weakened. We follow an argument used by Simmons [S] . In a module of length < W a , each sub module is evidently K p-separable for some f3 < a. Hence the claim is immediate.
Observe that, for a = 0, Theorem 6.1 includes the well-known facts that both countable and bounded p-groups are totally projective. The next result is of utmost importance. It establishes the existence of nonempty classes of separability for arbitrarily large ordinals. In particular, it implies the existence of p-groups of balanced-projective dimension n for every integer n ~ ° as well as for n = 00. It should be pointed out that even balanced subgroups associated with totally projective p-groups belong to classes of separability of arbitrarily large ordinals. In fact, if B is balanced in a totally projective p-group T, then cl B = (cl T / B) -1 whenever (cl T / B) -1 is not a limit ordinal.
The results herein are also applicable to the category ~ of valuated p-groups. According to [RW] the projective dimension of the abelian p-groups G computed in ~ is precisely one more than its balanced-projective dimension (in the category of nonvaluated groups). Thus, for example, Theorem 6.2 yields the following corollary. REMARK. The preceding corollary can also be derived from the results of Hill and White [HW] .
